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NCR 
DEPLOYMENT
SERVICES
Solutions to make every day easier 

for telecommunications service 

providers and technology OEMs.
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A partner with unmatched scalability and global reach.
NCR can help you deliver value-added solutions to more locations faster and at higher 
levels of service. Whether your customers are local or global, or your solution is a simple 
self-install or a complex turnkey design and deployment, NCR can serve your customers 
quickly and efficiently—and help you drive profitable growth.

4   Advanced planning for faster results

1  Let us help you make everyday easier

9  Project management

2  Comprehensive deployment services

10  Install, move, add, change, de-install

3  A uniquely qualified strategic partner 

11 Beyond deployment for long-term success

12 Differentiated results, regardless of your environment

8   Staging

5  Site assessment and site preparation services

6  Flexible procurement options

7  Provisioning services



3Everyday made easier™ with NCR Deployment Services

In addition to improving speed of execution, 
NCR deployment services can significantly 
expand your global capabilities. NCR 
leverages its global workforce of 17,000 
professional service and customer engineers 
as well as its world-class training and 
support infrastructures to rapidly deploy 
your solutions around the world. With  
NCR, you benefit from the expertise of  
a leading global service provider, giving  
you the confidence that NCR will meet 
evolving business needs and help you  
make every day easier.

Let us help you make everyday easier

NCR, in partnership with telecommunications 
carriers around the world, has successfully 
designed and delivered wireless solutions to 
Fortune 500® companies for more than a decade.



4Everyday made easier™ with Product/Solution Name Here

NCR’s service delivery teams partner with 
you to assist with geographic coverage, 
augmentation of skilled resources and speed 
of implementation in delivering solutions to 
your customers.

NCR provides deployment services around 
the globe, every day.

Comprehensive deployment services

Installs, moves, adds, changes

Site preparation services

Staging

What is NCR deployment services?
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5Everyday made easier™ with NCR Deployment Services

•  NCR has built proven to perform pre-
assessments and site designs for on-time, 
on-budget projects.

•  NCR has installation experience in a 
variety of environments (e.g., greenfield, 
remedial and replacement), ranging from 
offices, to stadiums, to oil platforms.

•   NCR technicians are trained and certified 
in a variety of technologies including 
route and switch, wireless, unified 
communications, emerging technologies, 
and the list goes on.

•   NCR works with our clients to build a 
delivery model based upon a project 
or by weekly, monthly or annual 
engagements at competitive rates.

•  NCR is ISO 9001 certified.

NCR is uniquely qualified as your  
global network service partner
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We’ll manage every aspect—from site 
assessments and surveys to asset inventory 
and tracking. And we’ll also evaluate your 
site’s power, structure, networking and 
cabling environment and make any necessary 
changes. NCR can provide, install, and certify 
virtually every type of data cabling and 
wiring component necessary for  
system installation. 

Customer satisfaction is critical to retaining 
existing customers. Concerns with 
deployment schedules or new technology  
upgrades can diminish perceived value 
and decrease satisfaction. Deployment 
services are the foundation of any successful 
technology implementation.

Advance planning for faster results
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Our Site Preparation Services ensure that 
your sites are 100% ready for installation to 
prevent unexpected and unnecessary delays.

•  Network validation, site surveys and  
site preparation

• Serviceability access

•  Proper wiring, power conditioning  
and cabling

•  On-site, on-time deployment of multi-site 
rollouts performed consistently

Site assessment and site preparation services

•  Trace/ID IPT, 
analog gateway 
connections

•  Determine 
Demarc extension 
termination

•  Label patch  
panel ports for  
LAN jacks

•  Normally 
terminate in  
data closets

•  Above ceiling or 
below floor

•  Connectivity 
Testing

• Patch cords

•  Termination 
Replacements

•  “Qualify” for 
compliance

•  Single room 
and single floor 
solutions

Cabling and demarcation

Identification &  
Labeling  

“Tone and Tag”

Demarc  
Extension/ 
Punchdown

Maintenance 
 Activities
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Deciding between asset ownership or 
leasing starts with whether capex or opex 
spending is better for the end customer. 
And for telecoms providing solutions, added 
complexity comes into play when matching 
legal presence versus end customer needs.

NCR offers solutions to address  
each scenario:

• Hardware and software solution resell

• Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS)

Flexible procurement options
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Provisioning 
Services
on time
on budget

Managing receipt of IT 
equipment

Monitoring or performing
deployment of new
technologies

Monitoring completion and 
documentation of tasks

Maintaining schedules, 
following up on late actions

Communications to team 
on status

Tracking progress

Acting as technical liaison 
for customer

Initial walkthrough with 
LEC representative

De�nition of technical 
environment and requirements

Development of formal 
site survey

Team structure: customer, LEC, 
facility staff, Telecom, OEM, 
Installer, NCR PM, NCR 
technical consultant

Set Up QuickBase Plan

De�ning actions and owners

Site survey 
solution 
design

Ensure equipment is up 
and running

Address any issues during 
testing

Notify partner and customer 
of success

Sign-off and Transition

Veri�cation testing and sign-off
with customer

1

Managing 
across 
resources

4

Online
Tracking

5

Transition 
and 
sign-off

8

Test and 
turn up

7

Installation, 
move, add, 
change

6

Establishing 
the project 
plan

3

Defining
team roles

2

Provisioning Services
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Staging

• Assemble, load, configure and test equipment

• Minimize out-of-box failures

• Minimize installation time

• Receiving

•  Vendor  
Management

•  Inventory 
Management

•  Assembly  
components

• Install kits

•  Load system 
software

•  Load customer- 
specific application or 
information 

•  Configure for specific 
site requirements

•  Conduct general 
system test

•  Conduct verification 
test (includes LAN 
connectivity to 
corprate location)

• Defective returns

•  Optional extended        
systems burn-in

Inventory
Management

Assembly and 
software loading

Configuration 
and testing

•  Asset tagging and         
reporting

•  Master pack or         
multi-pack  
smaller items

•  Consolidated  
shipment to  
designated site

Solution delivery
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Project management

Our experienced Project Managers (PMs) work with you to put a 
plan in place for successful deployment. As your single point of 
contact and accountability, NCR PMs help to minimize project risk, 
using best practice project management methodologies and on-line 
reporting to update you on every stage of the plan. Technology is 
up and running faster providing you with a more rapid return on 
investment (ROI).

• Single point of contact

• Global project plan development

• Online tracking via QuickBase and ServiceNow

What are the project  
managers responsibilities

Coordinates and manages 
installation activities

Provide reports that have 
specific measures

Escalates all project issues by 
interfacing  with project personnel

Ensures implementation is in accordance 
with time, cost, and technical standards
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Install, move, add, change, de-install

Faster speed to market and better  
deployment quality

•  Deploying IT solutions to over  
180 countries

• Trained service delivery staff

•  Proven processes, tools,  
and certifications

Industry recognized, end-to-end  
Deployment Solution

• From site assessment to installations

• Backed by an integrated infrastructure

Higher availability through faster  
installations at a fixed cost

Minimal disruptions to you and  
your end users
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Beyond deployment for long-term success

Deployment doesn’t end with hitting the 
“on” switch. Our installation professionals 
will fully train your employees and 
operators on your newly installed 
technology to ensure that you’re ready to 
hit the ground running and make the most 
of your investment. We’ll also de-install and 
dispose of your old equipment as part of 
the deployment process.

You can rest easy knowing we’ll comply 
with the appropriate regulations and 
environmental considerations.
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Differentiated results, regardless of  
your environment

With over 20 years of indoor and outdoor experience 
in every imaginable environment, NCR combines 
proven methodologies with leading-edge tools to 
accelerate service delivery while minimizing disruption 
to your customer’s environment.

Working with a global leader means you can enter new 
markets faster than ever before. With a presence in 

180 countries, we support solutions around the world. 
Whether your customer is a global enterprise business, a 
retailer or a multinational bank, we’ve got the resources 
and experience in place to quickly deploy and support 
your new solutions. And with 24x7 flexible service 
coverage options, you can be assured of our support 
wherever your business opportunities take you.

Contact us to learn how NCR can expand 
your capabilities and help you deploy new 
solutions faster.

Contact us

Learn more

mailto:NCR.TelecomandTechnology%40ncr.com?subject=NCR%20Deployment%20Service%20Information%20Request
http://www.ncr.com/telecom-technology
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NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to change 
specifications without prior notice. All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the 
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trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their respective holders.
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Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in consumer transaction technologies, turning 

everyday interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, 

and portfolio of services, NCR enables more than 550 million transactions daily across retail, 

financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the 

everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 

countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries. The 

company encourages investors to visit its web site which is updated regularly with financial and 

other important information about NCR. 


